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ABSTRACT
Achieving super-human performance in recognizing human
speech has been a goal for several decades, as researchers
have worked on increasingly challenging tasks. In the 1990’s
it was discovered, that conversational speech between two
humans turns out to be considerably more difficult than read
speech as hesitations, disfluencies, false starts and sloppy ar-
ticulation complicate acoustic processing and require robust
handling of acoustic, lexical and language context, jointly.
Early attempts even with statistical models could only reach
error rates in excess of 50% and far from human performance
(WER of around 5.5%). Neural hybrid models and recent
attention based encoder-decoder models have considerably
improved performance as such context can now be learned
in an integral fashion. However processing such contexts re-
quires presentation of an entire utterance and thus introduces
unwanted delays before a recognition result can be output.
In this paper, we address performance as well as latency.
We present results for a system that is able to achieve super-
human performance (at a WER or 5.0%, over the Switchboard
conversational benchmark) at a latency of only 1 second be-
hind a speaker’s speech. The system uses attention based
encoder-decoder networks, but can also be configured to use
ensembles with Transformer based models at low latency.
Index Terms— Sequence-to-sequence, Online, Stream-
ing, Low Latency, Human Performance, Conversational
Speech Recognition
1. INTRODUCTION
Sequence-to-sequence (S2S) attention-based models [1, 2]
have become increasingly popular for end-to-end speech
recognition. Several advances [3, 4, 5, 6] have been proposed
to the architecture and the optimization of S2S models to
achieve superior recognition performance. In offline scenar-
ios, i.e., batch processing of audio files, the S2S models in
[7, 8] have shown state-of-the-art performance on standard
speech recognition benchmarks. However, methods for em-
ploying S2S models in online speech recognition, i.e., run-on
recognition with low latency, still needs to be researched, to
obtain the desired accuracy and latency.
[9, 10, 11] pointed out early that the shortcoming of an
attention-based S2S model used in online condition lies in its
attention mechanism, which must perform a pass over the en-
tire input sequence for every element of the output sequence.
[10, 11] proposed a so-called monotonic attention mechanism
that enforces a monotonic alignment between the input and
output sequence. Later on, [12, 13, 14] have additionally ad-
dressed the latency issue of bidirectional encoders, which is
also an obstacle for online speech recognition. In these stud-
ies, unidirectional and chunk-based encoder architectures re-
place the fully-bidirectional approach to control the latency.
While most of the studies focus on model modifications
to make S2S models capable of online processing with mini-
mal accuracy reduction, they lack thoughtful research on the
latency aspect. In this work, we analyze the latency that the
users suffer while interacting with an online speech recog-
nition system, and propose to measure it with two separate
terms computation latency and confidence latency. While
computation latency reflects the common real-time factor
(RTF), confidence latency corresponds to the delay an online
recognizer needs to confidently decide its output. We show
that with the support of new computing hardware (such as
GPU), the computation latency of S2S models is relatively
small (even for big models), and the confidence latency is a
more critical criterion and has not been addressed thoroughly
in previous studies.
Optimizing for the confidence latency, we consider the
online processing of S2S models as the incremental speech
recognition problem. We propose an incremental inference
approach with two stability detection methods to turn an
S2S model to be used in online and allow the possibility to
trade-off between latency and accuracy. Our experimental
results show that it is possible to use a popular LSTM or
self-attention based S2S model for online speech recogni-
tion without any model modification. With a delay of 1.8
seconds in all output elements, all the experimental models
retain their ideal performance as in offline inference. Our best
online system, which successfully employs three S2S models
in low-latency manner, achieved a word-error-rate (WER)
of 5.0% on the Switchboard benchmark. To the best of our
knowledge, this result is on par with the best state-of-the-art
offline performance, and it does this with only a delay of
around 1 second. It thus demonstrates that is is possible to
outperform human performance as reported in [15, 16] while
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producing output at very low latency.
2. SEQUENCE-TO-SEQUENCE BASED
LOW-LATENCY ASR
In this section, we first describe different S2S architectures
investigated in the paper. We then present the proposed incre-
mental inference with two stability detection approach.
2.1. Model
We use two different S2S architectures to investigate the pro-
posed online low-latency approach. In the first model, we use
LSTMs for both encoder and encoder network, while for the
second model, we replace LSTMs with several self-attention
layers.
2.1.1. LSTM-based
Before the LSTM layers in the encoder, we place two onvolu-
tional layer [17, 18] with time stride of two to down-sample
the input spectrogram by a factor of four. In the decoder, we
adopt two layers of unidirectional LSTMs as language mod-
eling for the sequence of sub-word units and the multi-head
soft-attention function proposed in [19] to generate context
vectors. Specifically, our LSTM-based model is constructed
with the following neural network functions:
enc = LSTM(CNN(spectrogram))
emb = LSTM(Embedding(subwords))
ctx, attn = SoftAttention(emb, enc, enc)
y = Distribution(ctx + emb)
In training, all the functions are jointly optimized via the se-
quence cross-entropy loss by plugging a softmax distribution
on top of ctx and emb.
2.1.2. Transformer
We follow [6] to build an encoder-decoder model with deep
self-attention layers. Specifically, we use many stochastic
self-attention layers (e.g., 36 and 12) for the encoder and the
decoder for better generalization of the deep architecture. In-
stead of using a CNN for down-sampling the input spectro-
gram, we stack four consecutive feature vectors after apply-
ing the augmentation methods. Compared to [6], we use BPE
sub-word units instead of characters for target sequences. For
more details refer to [6].
2.2. Incremental Inference
Figure 1 illustrates our proposed architecture that allows S2S
models to process a speech stream input and produce incre-
mental transcript output. We divide separately the tasks of
inference and stability detection, and handle them by two sep-
arate components in the processing pipeline. The first step in
the pipeline is to wait for a chunk of acoustic frames with
a predefined size (i.e., 100ms). When the size is reached,
the chunk is sent to the inference component. The inference
component needs to accumulate all the received chunks and
extend the current stable hypothesis to produce a set of new
unstable hypotheses. This unstable set is then provided to the
stability detection component for detecting a longer stable hy-
pothesis.
As the stability detection is handled separately, we are
able to involve multiple models for the inference to improve
recognition accuracy. The involved models can be S2S mod-
els with different architectures or language models trained on
different text data. All of these models can be uniformly com-
bined via the ensemble technique.
2.3. Stability Detection
Stability detection is the key to make the system work in
incremental manner and to produce low latency output. In
HMM-based approach, stability conditions can be determined
from the time-synchronized search network [20, 21, 22]
which is constructed incrementally during a Viterbi decod-
ing. Due to lack of time alignment information and unstable
internal hidden states (e.g., of a bidirectional encoder), it is
not straightforward to apply the same idea for S2S models.
In this work, we use a combination of following stability
detection conditions for incremental S2S speech recognizer:
• Shared prefix in all hypotheses: Similar to the im-
mortal prefix condition in HMM-based approach, this
condition happens when all the considering hypotheses
resulted from the beam-search sharing the same prefix.
Since the shared prefix will not change anymore in the
future, we can use it as new stable hypothesis.
• Best-ranked prefix with reliable endpoint: It may re-
quire a long delay for a shared prefix to happen, so we
consider a different approach to improve the latency.
As the observation from [21] for HMM-based ASR, the
longer a prefix stays on the most likely hypothesis, the
more stable it is. Applied to S2S model, we need a
method to align a prefix with audio frames and so be
able to find its endpoint on time dimension. We fol-
low the approach in [23] to estimate the endpoint of a
prefix.
3. MEASURE OF LATENCY
Latency is one of the most important factors that decide the
usability of an user-based online ASR system. A latency mea-
sure needs to reflect the actual delay that the users perceive so
that the improvement of latency can lead to better usability.
Fig. 1. Low-latency Inference for Sequence-to-sequence ASR.
Strictly, the latency observed by a user for a single word is the
time difference between when the word was uttered and when
its transcript appears to the user. We formulate this complete
latency as follows.
Assume that a recognizer can confidently infer the wordw
at the timeCw whileDw is the delay to perform the inference.
If Uw is the uttered time of w, then the user-perceived latency
with regard to w is calculated as:
Latencyw = Cw + Dw + Tw − Uw
where Tw presents the transmitting time for audio and text
data. Tw is usually small and can be omitted.
For a speech utterance S consisting of N words w1, w2,..
wn, we are interested in an average latency:
LatencyS =
N∑
i
(Dwi + Cwi − Uwi)/N
=
N∑
i
Dwi/N +
N∑
i
Cwi/N −
N∑
i
Uwi/N
=
N∑
i
Dwi/N +
N∑
i
Cwi/N −
N∑
i
(Uwi −∆)/N + ∆
= Davg + Cavg − Uavg−∆ + ∆
In the final equation, the first term presents the computational
delay. If we normalize this term with length of the utterance,
then we have real-time factor (RTF). The second term indi-
cates how much acoustic evidence the model needs to confi-
dently decide its output. This latency term represents the dif-
ference between offline and online processing. In offline, it is
always a constant for a specific test set, since all the offline
transcripts are outputted at the end of utterances.
To estimate the third term, we usually need to use an ex-
ternal time alignment system. It is inconvenient to re-run the
time alignment for every new transcripts. To cope with this
issue, [23] introduced a fixed delay ∆ for all the outputs, and
proposed to compute previously a set of Uavg−∆ with differ-
ent ∆. Later on, only the calculation of Cavg is required and
compared with the pre-computed set to find the corresponding
delay ∆.
The latency improvement requires to optimize both terms
Davg and Cavg which we refer as computation latency and
confidence latency. While computation latency can be im-
proved by faster hardware or more optimized implementation,
confidence latency depends on the recognition model.
4. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
Our experiments were conducted on the Fisher+Switchboard
corpus consisting of 2,000 hours of telephone conversation
speech. The Hub5’00 evaluation data was used as the test
set. All the experimental models use the same input features
of 40 dimensional log-mel filterbanks to predict 4,000 BPE
sub-word units generated with the SentencePiece [24] toolkit
from all the training transcripts. The models with bidirec-
tional encoder employ six layers of 1024 units while it is
1536 for the unidirectional encoders. We used only 1-head for
the attention function in all setups. All models were trained
with a dropout of 0.3. We further used the combination of
two data augmentation methods Dynamic Time Stretching and
SpecAugment proposed in [8] to reduce model overfitting. We
use Adam [25] with an adaptive learning rate schedule to per-
form 12,000 updates during training. The model parameters
of the 5 best epochs according to the perplexity on the cross-
validation set are averaged to produce the final model.
4.1. Latency Evaluation
We evaluate latency of the experimental systems using the de-
composed latency terms in Section 3. Computation latency is
measured every time when the incremental inference is per-
formed, while for confidence latency we follow the approach
in [23] to calculate the terms Cavg and Uavg . First, Uavg−∆
is computed for different ∆ to generate the conversion chart
in Figure 3. Later on, Cavg is computed with the same way
for the experimental systems and the corresponding delay is
found from the conversion chart.
5. RESULTS
5.1. Models and Offline Accuracy
We constructed two LSTM-based models with different
model sizes. The smaller one uses 1-head attention and
was trained with the discouraging look-ahead attention loss
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Fig. 2. Confidence latency conversion.
ID Model Type #Params SWB CH
S1 6x2 LSTM-1024 162M 5.8 11.8
S2 6x2 LSTM-1536 258M 5.3 11.5
T1 36x12 Transformer 359M 6.1 11.9
E1 S1 + S2 5.3 10.9
E2 S1 + S2 + T1 5.0 10.2
Table 1. Experimental systems and their offline accuracy.
The optimal beam size of 8 was found for all the systems.
[23] to prevent the attention function from using future con-
text, while the bigger one uses 8-head attention and produces
better accuracy. The smaller model is used to extract the end-
point of a hypothesis prefix following the approach in [23]. In
addition to LSTM-based, we use a transformer model which
has 36 layers of encoder and 12 layer of decoder for the
performance improvement in ensemble inference.
Table 1 shows the offline performance of all the S2S mod-
els used in this work. The big LSTM model achieved the best
WER performance while the transformer performs worse.
However, the transformer is very efficient to supplement the
LSTM models in inference combination. The ensemble of
3 models results in a system which achieved 5.0% WER
on Switchboard test set which is so far the state-of-the-art
performance on this benchmark.
5.2. Latency with Shared Prefix
We use the chunk size of 400ms to perform the online infer-
ence for the experimental systems in Table 1. All the infer-
ences were performed on a single Nvidia Titan RTX GPU.
Table 2 shows the accuracy and latency when applying solely
the share prefix condition for the stability detection. Using the
decomposition in Section 3, we report separately two latency
terms computation latency and confidence latency.
As can be seen, the computation latency is relative small
and contributes less to the final latency in this setup. When us-
ing high beam sizes (e.g., 8 and 6), the online systems almost
achieved their offline accuracy which also shows the share
prefix condition is very reliable. This result also shows that we
can build different online systems with different sequence-to-
sequence architectures and without the need of model modi-
Model Beam Size Comp. Conf. SWB
S1 8 0.10 1.50 5.8
S2 8 0.13 1.55 5.6
T1 8 0.28 1.50 6.2
T1 6 0.24 1.35 6.3
T1 4 0.18 0.70 7.2
E1 8 0.18 1.55 5.3
E2 8 0.38 1.50 5.0
E2 6 0.33 1.30 5.0
E2 4 0.26 0.80 5.7
Table 2. Computation and confidence latency when using
shared prefix condition.
Fig. 3. Trade-off between latency and accuracy.
fications.
Our best online system achieved a WER of 5.0% and suf-
fers an average delay of only 1.63 seconds. Human perfor-
mance (5.5%) can be reached at an average delay of only 1
second.
5.3. Trade-off for Better Latency
To further improve the latency, we use both the stability con-
ditions proposed Section 2.3. The combination of both con-
ditions works as OR condition which means the stability is
detected as soon as one of the conditions applies. At the end,
we can trade-off latency against accuracy as the function of
the term ∆ – the delay time needed to finalize the endpoint of
a prefix [23] is modified.
6. CONCLUSION
The application of attention based sequence-to-sequence
models has recently enabled us to improve recognition per-
formance even over highly disfluent conversational speech
dramatically, to the point that human performance appears
possible. These models, however, come at a price in that
they typically require a view of an entire utterance (for added
context) and thus output can only be obtained after the end
of a sentence. To eliminate this serious limitation in view of
practical real-time systems (such as our simultaneous trans-
lation service ”Lecture Translator”), we presented extensions
that permit incremental left-to-right processing of speech
and recognition output in real-time and little delay. Our re-
sults show that we can reach and exceed human performance
(accuracy) at a latency of only 1 second behind a speaker’s
speech.
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